INSTITUTE AFFAIRS

IOA STEM activity
Here, we explore some of our acoustics ambassadors’ top tips on producing
and presenting acoustics activities for a new online STEM audience.
By IOA STEM Ambassadors, Nikhil Mistry and Alex Krasnic

D

uring the pandemic,
face-to-face STEM events
are being curtailed
across schools and other
venues across the British Isles.
Where physical STEM Club
activities and Big Bang Fairs were
once common events, STEM
Learning (the not-for-profit
organisation which manages the
registration of STEM Ambassadors)
is determined not to let the crisis
undermine the tens of thousands
of outreach activities organised by
volunteers each year, so they have
been actively encouraging new
ways of delivering STEM activities
to remote audiences.
This article follows the homeschooling and remote teaching
trend by offering anyone (not just
STEM Ambassadors) our top tips for
formulating, planning and delivering
online activities (in no particular

order and with additional input from
the Institute’s STEM Committee
members: Vicky Stewart and
Matthew Muirhead).
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Top five digital tips for
online content:

1. Consider investing in reasonable
quality audio-visual hardware. This
will enable you to get the best out of
your presentations.
o Alternatively, you can make
small improvements for free, by
thinking about your recording
environment and effective use of
your equipment. How about
placing your microphone close to
soft furnishings or recording in a
controlled environment (e.g. in a
car or facing into a filled
wardrobe), or acquiring a few
low-cost absorption panels.
‘Audacity’ is good freeware and
has a noise reduction feature,
which you can use post-recording.
2. Split your presentation up into
easy-to-follow sections. Consider
starting with a 30-second ‘hook’
using accessible language, which
connects your work to the
audience’s interest, letting them
know the real-world benefits,
thereby grabbing their attention
from the start. P12
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